SIDEWIND DEFLECTOR
INSTALLATION and CLEANING
I - Sheet Number STMPD127 Rev.C
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70°-100° F (Install temp.)
The material that your product is made from can
be recycled. Please also consider recycling the
packaging that your product came in.

drivers side window and clean window frame and chrome trim with an alcohol pad. NOTE: Visors mount on the
1 Lower
OUTSIDE door trim.

2 Peel back 2” (5 cm) of tape liner from each end of lateral flange.
3 Align the visor with the previously cleaned surface. The flanges of the visor attach to the surface of the window’s chrome
trim.

4 Verify proper positioning. With the visor in its final position, remove remaining tape liner by pulling on free ends.
5 Apply pressure along all flanges to ensure adhesion of tape to the trim surfaces.
6 The rear visor attaches with the same preparation methods as the front. Center the visor over the window and align on the
chrome trim.
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IMPORTANT: Clean with a SOFT cloth and soap and water ONLY! Using abrasive cleaners, chemicals, or solvents will VOID the warranty on this product.
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